
ACM Contest Problems Archive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)297 QuadtreesA quadtree is a representation format used to encode images. The fundamental idea behind the quadtreeis that any image can be split into four quadrants. Each quadrant may again be split in four subquadrants, etc. In the quadtree, the image is represented by a parent node, while the four quadrants arerepresented by four child nodes, in a predetermined order.Of course, if the whole image is a single color, it can be represented by a quadtree consisting of asingle node. In general, a quadrant needs only to be subdivided if it consists of pixels of di�erent colors.As a result, the quadtree need not be of uniform depth.A modern computer artist works with black-and-white images of 32 � 32 units, for a total of 1024pixels per image. One of the operations he performs is adding two images together, to form a new image.In the resulting image a pixel is black if it was black in at least one of the component images, otherwiseit is white.This particular artist believes in what he calls the preferred fullness: for an image to be interesting(i.e. to sell for big bucks) the most important property is the number of �lled (black) pixels in theimage. So, before adding two images together, he would like to know how many pixels will be blackin the resulting image. Your job is to write a program that, given the quadtree representation of twoimages, calculates the number of pixels that are black in the image, which is the result of adding thetwo images together.In the �gure, the �rst example is shown (from top to bottom) as image, quadtree, pre-order string(de�ned below) and number of pixels. The quadrant numbering is shown at the top of the �gure.

Input Speci�cationThe �rst line of input speci�es the number of test cases (N) your program has to process.



ACM Contest Problems Archive University of Valladolid (SPAIN)The input for each test case is two strings, each string on its own line. The string is the pre-orderrepresentation of a quadtree, in which the letter 'p' indicates a parent node, the letter 'f' (full) a blackquadrant and the letter 'e' (empty) a white quadrant. It is guaranteed that each string represents avalid quadtree, while the depth of the tree is not more than 5 (because each pixel has only one color).Output Speci�cationFor each test case, print on one line the text 'There are X black pixels.', where X is the numberof black pixels in the resulting image.Example Input3ppeeefpffeefepefepeefepeeefpeefepeeefpeepefefeExample OutputThere are 640 black pixels.There are 512 black pixels.There are 384 black pixels.


